Abstract-Most existing person re-identification (re-id) methods rely on supervised model learning on per-camera-pair manually labelled pairwise training data. This leads to poor scalability in a practical re-id deployment, due to the lack of exhaustive identity labelling of positive and negative image pairs for every camera-pair. In this work, we present an unsupervised re-id deep learning approach. It is capable of incrementally discovering and exploiting the underlying re-id discriminative information from automatically generated person tracklet data end-to-end. We formulate an Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning (UTAL) framework. This is by jointly learning within-camera tracklet discrimination and cross-camera tracklet association in order to maximise the discovery of tracklet identity matching both within and across camera views. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of the proposed model over the state-of-the-art unsupervised learning and domain adaptation person re-id methods on eight benchmarking datasets.
INTRODUCTION
P ERSON re-identification (re-id) aims to match the underlying identity classes of person bounding box images detected from non-overlapping camera views [1] . In recent years, extensive research has been carried out on re-id [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Most existing person re-id methods, in particular neural network deep learning models, adopt the supervised learning approach. Supervised deep models assume the availability of a large number of manually labelled cross-view identity matching image pairs for each camera pair. This enables deriving a feature representation and/or a distance metric function optimised for each camera-pair. Such an assumption is inherently limited for generalising a person re-id model to many different camera networks. This is because, exhaustive manual identity (ID) labelling of positive and negative person image pairs for every camera-pair is prohibitively expensive, given that there are a quadratic number of camera pairs in a surveillance network.
It is no surprise that person re-id by unsupervised learning become a focus in recent research. In this setting, percamera-pair ID labelled training data is no longer required [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . However, existing unsupervised learning re-id models are significantly inferior in re-id accuracy. This is because, lacking cross-view pairwise ID labelled data deprives a model's ability to learn strong discriminative information. This nevertheless is critical for handling significant appearance change across cameras.
An alternative approach is to leverage jointly (1) unlabelled data from a target domain which is freely available, e.g. videos of thousands of people travelling through a camera view everyday in a public scene, and (2) pairwise ID labelled datasets from independent source domains [17, 18, 19, 20] . The main idea is to first learn a "view-invariant" representation from ID labelled source data, then adapt the pre-learned model to a target domain by using only unlabelled target data. This approach makes an implicit assumption that, the source and target domains share some common cross-view characteristics so that a view-invariant representation can be estimated. This is not always true.
In this work, we consider a pure unsupervised person re-id deep learning problem. That is, no ID labelled training data are assumed, neither cross-view nor within-view ID labelling. Although this learning objective shares some modelling spirit with two recent domain transfer models [17, 19] , both those models do require suitable person ID labelled source domain training data, i.e. visually similar to the target domain. Specifically, we consider unsupervised re-id model learning by jointly optimising unlabelled person tracklet data within-camera view to be more discriminative and cross-camera view to be more associative end-to-end.
Our contributions are: We formulate a novel unsupervised person re-id deep learning method using automatically generated person tracklets. This avoids the need for camera pairwise ID labelled training data, i.e. unsupervised tracklet re-id discriminative learning. Specifically, we propose a Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning (UTAL) model with two key ideas: (1) Per-Camera Tracklet Discrimination Learning that optimises "local" within-camera tracklet label discrimination. It aims to facilitate cross-camera tracklet association given per-camera independently created tracklet label spaces. (2) Cross-Camera Tracklet Association Learning that optimises "global" cross-camera tracklet matching. It aims to find cross-view tracklet groupings that are most likely of the same person identities without ID label information. This is formulated as to jointly discriminate within-camera tracklet identity semantics and self-discover cross-camera tracklet pairwise matching in end-to-end deep learning. Critically, the proposed UTAL method does not assume any domain-specific knowledge such as camera spacetime topology and cross-camera ID overlap. Therefore, it is scalable to arbitrary surveillance camera networks with unknown viewing conditions and background clutters.
Extensive comparative experiments are conducted on
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seven existing benchmarking datasets (CUHK03 [21] , Market-1501 [22] , DukeMTMC-ReID [23, 24] , MSMT17 [4] , iLIDS-VID [25] , PRID2011 [26] , MARS [27] ) and one newly introduced tracklet person re-id dataset called DukeTracklet. The results show the performance advantages and superiority of the proposed UTAL method over the state-of-the-art unsupervised and domain adaptation person re-id models. A preliminary version of this work was reported in [28] . Compared with the earlier study, there are a few key differences introduced: (i) This study presents a more principled and scalable unsupervised tracklet learning method that learns deep neural network re-id models directly from large scale raw tracklet data. The method in [28] requires a separate preprocessing for domain-specific spatio-temporal tracklet sampling for reducing the tracklet ID duplication rate per camera view. This need for pre-sampling not only makes model learning more complex, not-end-to-end therefore suboptimal, but also loses a large number of tracklets with potential rich information useful for more effective model learning. (ii) We propose in this study a new concept of soft tracklet labelling, which aims to explore any inherent space-time visual correlation of the same person ID between unlabelled tracklets within each camera view. This is designed to better address the tracklet fragmentation problem through an end-to-end model optimisation mechanism. It improves person tracking within individual camera views, which is lacking in [28] . (iii) Unlike the earlier method, the current model self-discovers and exploits explicit crosscamera tracklet association in terms of person ID, improving the capability of re-id discriminative unsupervised learning and leading to superior model performances. (iv) Besides creating a new tracklet person re-id dataset, we further conduct more comprehensive evaluations and analyses for giving useful and significant insights.
RELATED WORK
Person Re-Identification. Most existing person re-id models are built by supervised model learning on a separate set of per-camera-pair ID labelled training data [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 21, 29] . While having no class intersection, the training and testing data are often assumed to be drawn from the same camera network (domain). Their scalability is therefore significantly poor for realistic applications when no such large training sets are available for every camera-pair in a test domain. Human-in-the-loop re-id provides a means of reducing the overall amount of training label supervision by exploring the benefits of human-computer interaction [30, 31] . But, it is still labour intensive and tedious. Human labellers need to be deployed repeatedly for conducting similar screen profiling operations whenever a new target domain exhibits. It is therefore not scalable either.
Unsupervised model learning is an intuitive solution to avoiding the need of exhaustively collecting a large set of labelled training data per application domain. However, previous hand-crafted features-based unsupervised learning methods offer significantly inferior re-id matching performance [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 32, 33] , when compared to the supervised learning models. A trade-off between reid model scalability and generalisation performance can be achieved by semi-supervised learning [13, 34] . But these models still assume sufficiently large sized cross-view pairwise ID labelled data for model training.
There are attempts on unsupervised learning by domain adaptation [17, 18, 19, 20, 35, 36, 37] . The idea is to exploit the knowledge of labelled data in "related" source domains through model adaptation on the unlabelled target domain data. One straightforward approach is to convert the source ID labelled training data into the target domain by appearance mimicry. This enables to train a model using the domain style transformed source training data via supervised learning [35, 36] . Alternative techniques include semantic attribute knowledge transfer [17, 18, 38] , space-time pattern transfer [39] , virtual ID synthesis [40] , and progressive adaptation [19, 20] . While these models perform better than the earlier generation of methods (Tables 2 and 3) , they require similar data distributions and viewing conditions between the labelled source domain and the unlabelled target domain. This restricts their scalability to arbitrarily diverse (and unknown) target domains in large scale deployments.
Unlike all existing unsupervised learning re-id methods, the proposed tracklet association method in this work enables unsupervised re-id deep learning from scratch at endto-end. This is more scalable and general. Because there is no assumption on either the scene characteristic similarity between source and target domains, or the complexity of handling ID label knowledge transfer. Our method directly learns to discover the re-id discriminative knowledge from unlabelled tracklet data automatically generated.
Moreover, the proposed method does not assume any overlap of person ID classes across camera views or other domain-specific information. It is therefore scalable to the scenarios without any knowledge about camera space-time topology [39] . Unlike the existing unsupervised learning method relying on extra hand-crafted features, our model learns tracklet based re-id discriminative features from an end-to-end deep learning process. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt at unsupervised tracklet association based person re-id deep learning model without relying on any ID labelled training video or imagery data. Multi-Task Learning in Neural Networks. Multi-task learning (MTL) is a machine learning strategy that learns several related tasks simultaneously for their mutual benefits [41] . A good MTL survey with focus on neural networks is provided in [42] . Deep CNNs are well suited for performing MTL. As they are inherently designed to learn joint feature representations subject to multiple label objectives concurrently in multi-branch architectures. Joint learning of multiple related tasks has been proven to be effective in solving computer vision problems [43, 44] .
In contrast to all the existing methods aiming for supervised learning problems, the proposed UTAL method exploits differently the MTL principle to solve an unsupervised learning task. Critically, our method is uniquely designed to explore the potential of MTL in correlating the underlying group level semantic relationships between different individual learning tasks 1 . This dramatically differs from existing MTL based methods focusing on mining the shared knowledge among tasks at the sample level.
1. In the unsupervised tracklet person re-id context, a group corresponds to a set of categorical labels each associated with an individual person tracklet drawn from a specific camera view.
Critically, it avoids the simultaneous labelling of multi-tasks on each training sample. Sample-wise multi-task labels are not available in the unsupervised tracklet re-id problem.
Besides, unsupervised tracklet labels in each task (camera view) are noisy. As they are obtained without manual verification. Hence, the proposed UTAL model is in effect performing weakly supervised multi-task learning with noisy per-task labels. This makes our method fundamentally different from existing MTL approaches that are only interested in discovering discriminative cross-task common representations by strongly supervised learning of clean and exhaustive sample-wise multi-task labelling. Unsupervised Deep Learning. Unsupervised learning of visual data is a long standing research problem starting from the auto-encoder models [45] or earlier. Recently, this problem has regained attention in deep learning. One common approach is by incorporating with data clustering [46] that jointly learns deep feature representations and image clusters. Alternative unsupervised learning techniques include formulating generative models [35] , devising a loss function that preserves information flowing [47] or discriminates instance classes [48] , exploiting the object tracking continuity cue [49] in unlabelled videos, and so forth.
As opposite to all these methods focusing on uni-domain data distributions, our method is designed particularly to learn visual data sampled from different camera domains with unconstrained viewing settings. Conceptually, the proposed idea of soft tracklet labels is related to data clustering. As the per-camera affinity matrix used for soft label inference is related to the underlying data cluster structure. However, our affinity based method has the unique merits of avoiding per-domain hard clustering and having fewer parameters to tune (e.g. the per-camera cluster number).
METHOD FORMULATION
To overcome the limitation of supervised model learning algorithms for exhaustive within-camera and cross-camera ID labelling, we propose a novel Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning (UTAL) method to person re-id in videos (or multi-shot images in general). This is achieved by exploiting person tracklet labelling obtained from existing trackers 2 without any ID labelling either cross-camera or withincamera. The UTAL learns a person re-id model end-to-end therefore benefiting from joint overall model optimisation in deep learning. In the follows, we first present unsupervised per-camera tracklet labelling (Sec. 3.1), then describe our model design for within-camera and cross-camera tracklet association by joint unsupervised deep learning (Sec. 3.2).
Unsupervised Per-Camera Tracklet Formation
Given a large quantity of video data captured by disjoint surveillance cameras, we first deploy the off-the-shelf pedestrian detection and tracking models [50, 51, 52 ] to automatically extract person tracklets. We then annotate each tracklet S with a unique class (one-hot) label y in an unsupervised 2. Although object tracklets can be generated by any independent single-camera-view multi-object tracking (MOT) models widely available currently, a conventional MOT model is not end-to-end optimised for cross-camera tracklet association.
and camera-independent manner. This does not involve any manual ID verification on tracklets. By applying this tracklet labelling method in each camera view separately, we can obtain an independent set of labelled tracklets {S i , y i } per camera, where each tracklet S contains a varying number of person bounding box images I as S = {I 1 , I 2 , · · · }. Challenges. To effectively learn a person re-id model from such automatically labelled tracklet training data, we need to deal with two modelling challenges centred around the supervision of person ID class labels: (1) Due to frequent trajectory fragmentation, multiple tracklets (unknown due to no manual verification) are often generated during the appearing period of a person under one camera view. However, they are unsupervisedly assigned with different onehot categorical labels. This may significantly mislead the discriminative learning process of a re-id model. (2) There are no access to positive and negative pairwise ID correspondence between tracklet labels across disjoint camera views. Lacking cross-camera person ID supervision underpins one of the key challenges in unsupervised tracklet person re-id.
Unsupervised Tracklet Association
Given per-camera independent tracklets {S i , y i }, we explore tracklet label re-id discriminative learning without person ID labels in a deep learning classification framework. We formulate an Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning (UTAL) method, with the overall architecture design illustrated in Fig. 1 . The UTAL contains two model components: (I) Per-Camera Tracklet Discrimination (PCTD) learning for optimising "local" within-camera tracklet label discrimination. This facilitates "global" cross-camera tracklet association, given independent tracklet label spaces in different camera views. (II) Cross-Camera Tracklet Association (CCTA) learning for discovering "global" cross-camera tracklet identity matching without ID labels.
For accurate cross-camera tracklet association, it is important to formulate a robust image feature representation to characterise the person appearance of each tracklet. However, it is sub-optimal to achieve "local" per-camera tracklet discriminative learning using only per-camera independent tracklet labels without "global" cross-camera tracklet correlations. We therefore propose to optimise jointly both PCTD and CCTA. The two components integrate as a whole in a single deep learning architecture, learn jointly and mutually benefit each other in incremental end-to-end model optimisation. Our overall idea for unsupervised learning of tracklet person re-id is to maximise coarse-grained latent group-level cross-camera tracklet association. This is based on exploring an notion of tracklet set correlation learning ( Fig.  2(b) ). It differs significantly from supervised re-id learning that relies heavily on the fine-grained explicit instance-level cross-camera ID pairwise supervision ( Fig. 2(a) ).
Per-Camera Tracklet Discrimination Learning
In PCTD learning, we treat each individual camera view separately. That is, optimising per-camera labelled tracklet discrimination as a classification task with the unsupervised per-camera tracklet labels (not person ID labels) ( Fig. 1(a) ). Given a surveillance network with T cameras, we hence have a total of T different tracklet classification tasks each corresponding to a specific camera view. The PCTD aims to derive the "local" discrimination of per-camera tracklets in the respective tracklet label space (represented by soft labels (e)) by a multi-task inference process (one task for a specific camera view), whilst the CCTA to learn the "global" crosscamera tracklet association across independently formed tracklet label spaces. In UTAL design, the PCTD and CCTA jointly learn to optimise a re-id model for maximising their complementary contributions and advantages in a synergistic interaction and integration. Best viewed in colour.
Importantly, we further formulate these T classification tasks in a multi-branch network architecture design. All the tasks share the same feature representation space ( Fig.  1(b) ) whilst enjoying an individual classification branch ( Fig.  1(c) ). This is a multi-task learning [42] .
Formally, we assume M t different tracklet labels {y} with the training tracklet image frames {I} from a camera view t ∈ {1, · · · , T } (Sec. 3.1). We adopt the softmax CrossEntropy (CE) loss function to optimise the corresponding classification task (the t-th branch). The CE loss on a training image frame (I, y) is computed as:
where x specifies the feature vector of I extracted from the task-shared representation space and W y the y-th class prediction parameters. 1(·) denotes an indicator function that returns 1/0 for true/false arguments. Given a training mini-batch, we compute the CE loss for each such training sample with the respective tracklet label space and utilise their average to form the PCTD learning objective as:
where L t ce denotes the CE loss of all training tracklet frames from the t-th camera, and N bs specifies the batch size.
Recall that, one of the main challenges in unsupervised tracklet re-id learning arises from within-camera trajectory fragmentation. This causes the tracklet ID duplication issue, i.e. the same-ID tracklets are assigned with distinct labels. By treating every single tracklet label as a unique class (Eq (2)), misleading supervision can be resulted potentially hampering the model learning performance. Soft Labelling. For gaining learning robustness against unconstrained trajectory fragmentation, we exploit the pairwise appearance affinity (similarity) information between within-camera tracklets. To this end, we propose soft tracklet labels to replace the hard counterpart (one-hot labels). This scheme uniquely takes into account the underlying ID correlation between tracklets in the PCTD learning (Eq (2)). It is based on the intuition that, multiple fragmented tracklets of the same person are more likely to share higher visual affinity with each other than those describing different people. Therefore, using tracklet labels involving the appearance affinity (i.e. soft labels) means imposing person ID relevant information into model training, from the manifold structure learning perspective [53] .
Formally, we start the computation of soft tracklet labels by constructing an affinity matrix of person appearance A t ∈ R Mt×Mt on all M t tracklets for each camera
where x k is the feature vector of the k-th in-batch image frame of S t i , extracted by the up-to-date model. The learning rate parameter α controls how fast s t i updates. This method avoids the need of forwarding all tracklet data in each iteration therefore computationally efficient and scalable.
Given the tracklet feature representations, we subsequently sparsify the affinity matrix as: defined by the Euclidean distance in the feature space. Using the sparse NN idea on the affinity structure is for suppressing the distracting effect of visually similar tracklets from unmatched ID classes. Computationally, each A has a quadratic complexity, but only to the number of per-camera tracklet and linear to the total number of cameras, rather than quadratic to all tracklets from all the cameras. The use of sparse similarity matrices significantly reduces the memory demand.
To incorporate the local density structure [54] , we deploy a neighbourhood structure-aware scale defined as:
Based on the estimated neighbourhood structures, we finally compute the soft label ( Fig. 1(e) ) for each tracklet S t i as the L 1 normalised affinity measurement:
Given the proposed soft tracklet labels, the CE loss function (Eq (2)) is then reformulated as:
We accordingly update the PCTD learning loss (Eq (2)) as:
Remarks. In PCTD, the objective function (Eq (8)) optimises by supervised learning person tracklet discrimination within each camera view alone. It does not explicitly consider supervision in cross-camera tracklet association. Interestingly, when jointly learning all the per-camera tracklet discrimination tasks together, the learned representation model is implicitly and collectively cross-view tracklet discriminative in a latent manner. This is due to the existence of crosscamera tracklet ID class correlation. That being said, the shared feature representation is optimised to be tracklet discriminative concurrently for all camera views, latently expanding model discriminative learning from per-camera (locally) to cross-camera (globally). Apart from multi-camera multi-task learning, we exploit the idea of soft tracklet labels to further improve the model ID discrimination learning capability. This is for better robustness against trajectory fragmentation. Fundamentally, this is an indirect strategy of refining fragmented tracklets. It is based on the visual appearance affinity without the need of explicitly stitching tracklets. The intuition is that, the tracklets of the same person are possible to be assigned with more similar soft labels (i.e. signatures). Consequently, this renders the unsupervised tracklet labels closer to supervised ID class labels in terms of discrimination power, therefore helping re-id model optimisation.
In equation formulation, our PCTD objective is related to the Knowledge Distillation (KD) technique [55] . KD also utilises soft class probability labels inferred by an independent teacher model. Nevertheless, our method conceptually differs from KD, since we primarily aim to unveil the hidden fine-grained discriminative information of the same class (ID) distributed across unconstrained tracklet fragments, Besides, our model retains the KD's merit of modelling the inter-class similarity geometric manifold information. Also, our method has no need for learning a heavy source knowledge teacher model, therefore, computationally more efficient. We will evaluate the PCTD model design (Table 4) .
Cross-Camera Tracklet Association Learning
The PCTD achieves somewhat global (all the camera views) tracklet discrimination capability implicitly. But the resulting representation remains sub-optimal, due to the lack of explicitly optimising cross-camera tracklet association at the fine-grained instance level. It is non-trivial to impose cross-camera re-id discriminative learning constraints at the absence of ID labels. To address this problem, we introduce a Cross-Camera Tracklet Association (CCTA) learning algorithm for enabling tracklet association between cameras ( Fig. 1(d) ). Conceptually, the CCTA is based on adaptively and incrementally self-discovering cross-view tracklet association in the multi-task camera-shared feature space ( Fig. 1(b) ).
Specifically, we ground the CCTA learning on crosscamera nearest neighbourhoods. In re-id, the vast majority of cross-camera tracklet pairs are negative associations from unmatched ID classes. They provide no desired information about how a person's appearance varies under different camera viewing conditions. The key for designing an informative CCTA loss is therefore to self-discover the crosscamera positive matching pairs. This requires to search similar samples (i.e. neighbours) which however is a challenging task because: (1) Tracklet feature representations s can be unreliable and error-prone due to the lack of cross-camera pair supervision (hence a catch-22 problem). (2) False positive pairs may easily propagate the erroneous supervision cumulatively through the learning process, guiding the optimisation towards poor local optima; Deep neural networks possess the capacity to fit any supervision labels [56] .
To overcome these challenges, we introduce a model matureness adaptive matching pair search mechanism. It progressively finds an increasing number of plausible true matches across cameras as a reliable basis for the CCTA loss formulation. In particular, in each training epoch, we first retrieve the reciprocal cross-camera nearest neighbour R(s t i ) for each tracklet s t i . The R is obtained based on the mutual nearest neighbour notion [57] . Formally, let N 1 (s t i ) be the cross-camera NN of s t i . The R(s t i ) is then defined as:
Given such self-discovered cross-camera matching pairs, we then formulate a CCTA objective loss for a tracklet s t i as:
With Eq (10), we impose a cross-camera discriminative learning constraint by encouraging the model to pull the neighbour tracklets in R t i close to s t i . This CCTA loss applies only to those tracklets s with cross-camera matches, i.e. R(s) is non-empty, so that it is model matureness adaptive. As the training proceeds, the model is supposed to become more mature, leading to more cross-camera tracklet matches discovered. We will evaluate the CCTA loss in Sec. 4.3. Remarks. Under the mutual nearest neighbour constraint, R(s t i ) are considered to be more strictly similar to s t i than the conventional nearest neighbours N (s t i ). With uncontrolled viewing condition variations across cameras, matching tracklets with dramatic appearance changes may be excluded from the R(s t i ) particularly in the beginning, representing a conservative search strategy. This is designed so to minimise the negative effect of error propagation from false matching pairs. More matching pairs are likely unveiled as the training proceeds. Many previously missing pairs can be gradually discovered when the model becomes more mature and discriminative. Intuitively, easy matching pairs are found before hard ones. Hence, the CCTA loss is in a curriculum leaning spirit [58] . In Eq (10) we consider only the positive pairs whilst ignoring the negative matches. This is conceptually analogue to the formulation of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [59] , and results in a simpler objective function without the need to tune a margin hyperparameter as required by the ranking losses [60] .
Joint Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning
By combining the CCTA and PCTD learning constraints, we obtain the final model objective loss function of UTAL as:
where λ is a balance weight. Note that L pctd is an average loss term at the individual tracklet image level whilst L ccta at the tracklet group (set) level. Both are derived from the same mini-batch of training data concurrently. Remarks. By design, the CCTA enhances model representation learning. It imposes discriminative constraints derived from self-discovered cross-camera tracklet association. This is based on the PCTD learning of unsupervised and percamera independent tracklet label spaces. With more discriminative representation in the subsequent training iterations, the PCTD is then able to deploy more accurate soft tracklet labels. This in turn facilitates not only the following representation learning of per-camera tracklets, but also the discovery of higher quality and more informative crosscamera tracklet matching pairs. In doing so, the two learning components integrate seamlessly and optimise a person re-id model concurrently in an end-to-end batch-wise learning process. Consequently, the overall UTAL method formulates a benefit-each-other closed-loop model design. This eventually leads to cumulative and complementary advantages throughout training.
Model Training and Testing
Model Training. To minimise the negative effect of inaccurate cross-camera tracklet matching pairs, we deploy the CCTA loss only during the second half training process. Specifically, UTAL begins the model training with the soft tracklet label based PCTD loss (Eq (8)) for the first half epochs. We then deploy the full UTAL loss (Eq (11)) for the remaining epochs. To improve the training efficiency, we update the per-camera tracklet soft labels (Eq (6)) and crosscamera tracklet matches (Eq (9)) per epoch. These updates progressively enhance the re-id discrimination power of the UTAL objective throughout training, as we will show in our model component analysis and diagnosis in Sec. 4.3. Model Testing. Once a deep person re-id model is trained by the UTAL unsupervised learning method, we deploy the camera-shared feature representations ( Fig. 1(b) ) for re-id matching under the Euclidean distance metric.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Setting
Datasets. To evaluate the proposed UTAL model, we tested both video (iLIDS-VID [25] , PRID2011 [26] , MARS [27] ) and image (CUHK03 [21] , Market-1501 [22] , DukeMTMCReID [23, 24] , MSMT17 [4] ) person re-id datasets. In previous studies, these two sets of benchmarks were usually evaluated separately. We consider both sets because recent large image re-id datasets were typically constructed by sampling person bounding boxes from videos, so they share similar characteristics as the video re-id datasets. We adopted the standard test protocols as summarised in Table 1 .
To further test realistic model performances, we introduced a new tracklet person re-id benchmark based on For benchmarking DukeTracklet, we need the groundtruth person ID labels of tracklets. To this end, we used the criterion of spatio-temporal average Intersection over Union (IoU) between detected tracklets and ground-truth trajectories available in DukeMTMC. In particular, we labelled an auto-generated tracklet by the ground-truth person ID associated with a manually-generated trajectory if their average IoU is over 50%. Otherwise, we labelled the auto-generated tracklet as "unknown ID". To maximise the comparability with existing DukeMTMC variants, we threw away those tracklets labelled with unknown IDs. We finally obtained 12,647 person tracklets from 1,788 unique IDs. The average tracklet duration is 65.9 frames. To match DukeMTMC-ReID [24] , we set the same 702 training IDs with the remaining 1,086 people for performance test (missing 14 test IDs against DukeMTMC-ReID due to tracking failures). Tracklet Label Assignment. For each video re-id dataset, we simply assigned each tracklet with a unique label in a camera-independent manner (Sec. 3.1). For each multi-shot image datasets, we assumed all person images per ID per camera were drawn from a single pedestrian tracklet, and similarly labelled them as the video datasets. Performance Metrics. We adopted the common Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) and mean Average Precision (mAP) metrics [22] for model performance measurement. Implementation Details. We used an ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 [69] as the backbone net for UTAL, along with an additional 2,048-D fully-connected (FC) layer for deriving the camera-shared representations. Every camera-specific branch was formed by one FC classification layer. Person bounding box images were resized to 256×128. To ensure each training mini-batch has person images from all cameras, we set the batch size to 128 for PRID2011, iLIDS-VID and CUHK03, and 384 for MSMT17, Market-1501, MARS, DukeMTMC-ReID, and DukeTracklet. In order to balance the model training speed across cameras, we randomly selected the same number of tracklets per camera and the same number of frame images (4 images) per chosen tracklet when sampling each mini-batch. We adopted the Adam optimiser [70] with the learning rate of 3.5 × 10 −4 and the epoch of 200. By default, we set λ = 10 for Eq (11), α = 1 for Eq (3), and K = 4 for Eq (5) in the following experiments.
Comparisons to the State-Of-The-Art Methods
We compared two different sets of state-of-the-art methods on image and video re-id datasets, due to the independent studies on them in the literature. Evaluation on Image Datasets. Table 2 shows the unsupervised re-id performance of the proposed UTAL and 15 state-of-the-art methods including 3 hand-crafted feature based methods (Dic [9] , ISR [10] , RKSL [13] ) and 12 auxiliary knowledge (identity/attribute) transfer based models (AE [61] , AML [63] , UsNCA [64] , CAMEL [20] , JSTL [62] , PUL [19] , TJ-AIDL [17] , CycleGAN [35] , SPGAN [36] , HHL [37] , DASy [40] ). The results show four observations as follows.
(1) Among the existing methods, the knowledge transfer based models are often superior due to the use of additional label information, e.g. Rank-1 39.4% by CAMEL vs 36.5% by Dic on CUHK03; 65.7% by DASy vs 50.2% by Dic on Market-1501. To that end, CAMEL needs to benefit from learning on 7 different person re-id datasets of diverse domains (CUHK03 [21] , CUHK01 [74] , PRID [26] , VIPeR [75] , i-LIDS [76] ) including a total of 44,685 images and 3,791 IDs; HHL requires to utilise labelled Market-1501 (750 IDs) or DukeMTMC-ReID (702 IDs) as the source training data. DASy needs elaborative ID synthesis and adaptation. (2) The proposed UTAL outperforms all competitors with significant margins. For example, the Rank-1 margin by UTAL over HHL is 7.0% (69.2-62.2) on Market-1501 and 15.4% (62.3-46.9) on DukeMTMC-ReID. Also, our preliminary method TAUDL already surpasses all previous methods. It is worth pointing out that UTAL dose not benefit from any additional labelled source domain training data as compared to the strong alternative HHL. Importantly, UTAL is potentially more scalable due to no reliance at all on the similarity constraint between source and target domains. (3) The UTAL is simpler to train with a simple end-to-end model learning, vs the alternated deep CNN training and data clustering required by PUL, a two-stage model training of TJ-AIDL, high GAN training difficulty of HHL, and elaborative ID synthesis of DASy. These results show both the performance advantage and model design superiority of UTAL over state-of-the-art re-id methods. (4) A large performance gap exists between unsupervised and supervised learning models. Further improvement is required on unsupervised learning algorithms. Evaluation on Video Datasets. In Table 3 , we compared the UTAL with 8 state-of-the-art unsupervised video re-id models (GRDL [11] , UnKISS [12] , SMP [16] , DGM+MLAPG/IDE [15] , DAL [72] , RACE [71] , DASy [40] ) on the video benchmarks. Unlike UTAL, all these existing models except DAL are not end-to-end deep learning methods using handcrafted or independently trained deep features as input.
The comparisons show that, our UTAL outperforms all existing video person re-id models on the large scale video 
Component Analysis and Discussion
We conducted detailed UTAL model component analysis on two large tracklet re-id datasets, MARS and DukeTracklet. Per-Camera Tracklet Discrimination Learning. We started by testing the performance impact of the PCTD component. This is achieved by designing a baseline that treats all cameras together, that is, concatenating the per-camera tracklet label spaces and deploying the Cross-Entropy loss for learning a Single-Task Classification (STC). In this analysis, we did not consider the cross-camera tracklet association component for a more focused evaluation. Table 4 shows that, the proposed PCTD design is significantly superior over the STC learning algorithm, e.g.
achieving Rank-1 gain of 27.9% (43.8-15.9) , and 27.8% (31.7-3.9) on MARS and DukeTracklet, respectively. The results demonstrate modelling advantages of PCTD in exploiting unsupervised tracklet labels for learning cross-view re-id discriminative features. This validates the proposed idea of implicitly deriving a cross-camera shared feature representation through a multi-camera multi-task learning strategy. Recall that we propose a soft label (Eq (6)) based CrossEntropy loss (Eq (7)) for tackling the notorious trajectory fragmentation challenge. To test how much benefit our soft labelling strategy brings to unsupervised tracklet re-id, we compared it against the one-hot class hard-labelling counterpart (Eq (1)). Table 5 shows that the proposed soft-labelling is significantly superior, suggesting a clear benefit in mitigating the negative impact of trajectory fragmentation. This is due to the intrinsic capability of exploiting the appearance pairwise affinity knowledge among tracklets per camera.
We further examined the ID discrimination capability of tracklet soft labels that underpins its outperforming over the corresponding hard labels. To this end, we measured the Mean Pairwise Similarity (MPS) of soft label vectors assigned to per-camera same-ID tracklets. Figure 4 shows that, the MPS metric goes higher as the training epoch increases, particularly after the CCTA loss is further exploited in the middle of training (at 100 th epoch). This indicates explicitly the evolving process of mining the discriminative knowledge among fragmented tracklets with the same person ID labels in a self-supervising fashion.
In effect, the affinity measurement (Eq (4)) used for computing soft labels can be useful for automatically merging short fragmented tracklets into long trajectories per camera. We tested this tracking refinement capability of our method. In particular, we built a sparse connection graph by thresholding the pairwise affinity scores at 0.5, analysed the connected tracklet components [77] , and merged all tracklets in each component into a long trajectory. Table 6 shows that with our per-camera tracklet affinity measurement, even such a simple strategy can merge 4,389/2,527 out of 8,298/5,803 short tracklets into 1,532/982 long trajectories at the NMI (Normalised Mutual Information) rate of 0.896/0.934 on MARS/DukeTracklet. This not only suggests the usefulness of UTAL in tracklet refinement, but also reflects the underlying correlation between tracking and person re-id. For visual quality examination, we gave example cases for tracking refinement in Fig. 5 . Algorithmically, our soft label PCTD naturally inherits the cross-class (ID) knowledge transfer capability from Knowledge Distillation [55] . It is interesting to see how much performance benefit this can bring to unsupervised tracklet re-id. To this end, we conducted a controlled experiment with only one randomly selected training tracklet per ID per camera. Doing so enforces that no multiple per-camera tracklets share the same person ID, which more explicitly evaluates the impact of cross-ID knowledge transfer. Note, this leads to probably inferior re-id model generalisation capability due to less training data used in optimisation. Table 7 shows that the cross-ID knowledge transfer gives notable performance improvements. To further examine why CCTA enables more discriminative re-id model learning, we tracked the self-discovered cross-camera tracklet matching pairs throughout the training. Figure 6 shows that both the number and precision of self-discovered cross-camera tracklet pairs increase. This echoes the model performance superiority of UTAL. Model Parameters. We evaluated the performance impact of three UTAL hyper-parameters: (1) the tracklet feature update learning rate α (Eq (3)), (2) the sparsity K of the tracklet affinity matrix used in computing the soft labels (Eq (4) and (5)); (3) the loss balance weight λ (Eq (11)). Figure 7 shows that: (1) α is not sensitive with a wide satisfactory range. This suggests a stable model learning procedure.
(2) K has an optimal value at "4". Too small values lose the opportunities of incorporating same-ID tracklets into the soft labels whilst the opposite instead introduces distracting/noisy neighbour information. (3) λ is found more domain dependent, with the preference values around "10". This indicates a higher importance of cross-camera tracklet association and matching. 
Cross-Camera Nearest Neighbours (CCNN).
We evaluated the effect of CCNN R (Eq (9)) used in the CCTA loss. We compared two designs: Our reciprocal 2-way 1-NN vs. common 1-way 1-NN. Table 9 shows that the more strict 2-way 1-NN gives better overall performance whilst the 1-way 1-NN has a slight advantage in Rank-1 on MARS (50.5% vs. 49.9%). By 2-way, we found using more neighbours (5/10-NN) degrades model performance. This is due to the introduction of more false cross-camera matches. Tracklet Sampling versus All Tracklets. In our preliminary solution TAUDL [28] , we considered a Sparse Space-Time Tracklet (SSTT) sampling strategy instead of unsupervised learning on all tracklet data. It is useful in minimising the person ID duplication rate in tracklets. However, such a data sampling throws away a large number of tracklets with rich information of person appearance exhibited continuously and dynamically over space and time. To examine this, we compared the SSTT sampling with using all tracklets. Table 10 shows two observations: (1) In overall re-id performance, our preliminary method TAUDL [28] is outperformed significantly by UTAL. For example, the Rank-1 results are improved by 6.1% (49.9-43.8) on MARS and by 17.7% (43.8-26.1) on DukeTracklet. (2) When using the same UTAL model, the SSTT strategy leads to inferior re-id rates as compared with using all tracklets. For instance, the Rank-1 performance drop is 4.8% (49.9-45.1) on MARS, and 12.1% (43.8-31.7) on DukeTracklet. These performance gains are due to the proposed soft label learning idea that effectively handles the trajectory fragmentation problem. Overall, this validates the efficacy of our model design in solving the SSTT's limitation whilst more effectively tackling the ID duplication (due to trajectory fragmentation) problem. Effect of Neural Network Architecture. The model generalisation performance of UTAL may depend on the selection of neural network architecture. To assess this aspect, we evaluated one more UTAL variant using a more recent DenseNet-121 [78] as the backbone network, versus the default choice ResNet-50 [69] . Table 11 shows that even superior re-id performances can be obtained when using a stronger network architecture. This suggests that UTAL can readily benefit from the advancement of network designs. Weakly Supervised Tracklet Association Learning. For training data labelling in person re-id, the most costly procedure is on exhaustive manual search of cross-camera image/tracklet matching pairs. It is often unknown where and when a specific person will appear given complex camera spatio-temporal topology and unconstrained people's behaviours in the public spaces. Therefore, per-camera independent ID labelling is more affordable. Such labelled data are much weaker and less informative, due to the lack of cross-camera positive and negative ID pairs information. We call the setting Weakly Supervised Learning (WSL). The proposed UTAL model can be flexibly applied in the WSL setting. Interestingly, this allows to test how much re-id performance benefit such labels can provide. Unlike in the unsupervised learning setting, the soft label based PCTD loss is no longer necessary in WSL given the withincamera ID information. Hence, we instead deployed the hard one-hot label (Eq (1)) based PCTD loss (Eq (2)). Table  12 shows that such weak labels are informative and useful for person re-id by the UTAL method. This test indicates a wide suitability and usability of our method in practical deployments under various labelling budgets. Manual Tracking. DukeMTMC-VideoReID provides manually labelled trajectories, originally introduced for one-shot person re-id [66] . We tested UTAL on this dataset without the assumed one-shot labelled trajectory per ID. We set K = 0 for Eq (5) due to no trajectory fragmentation. Table 13 shows that UTAL outperforms EUG [66] even without one-shot ID labelling. This indicates the efficacy of our unsupervised learning strategy in discovering re-id information. 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel Unsupervised Tracklet Association Learning (UTAL) model for unsupervised tracklet person reidentification. This model learns from person tracklet data automatically extracted from videos, eliminating the expensive and exhaustive manual ID labelling. This enables UTAL to be more scalable to real-world applications. In contrast to existing re-id methods that require exhaustively pairwise labelled training data for every camera-pair or assume labelled source domain training data, the proposed UTAL model performs end-to-end deep learning of a person re-id model from scratch using totally unlabelled tracklet data. This is achieved by optimising jointly both a Per-Camera Tracklet Discrimination loss function and a Cross-Camera Tracklet Association loss function in a unified architecture. Extensive evaluations were conducted on eight image and video person re-id benchmarks to validate the advantages of the proposed UTAL model over state-of-the-art unsupervised and domain adaptation re-id methods.
